
Synopsis – Ten Years of Swale Watching 

 

Over the past ten years the Northeast Swale Watchers has evolved. Our initial vision of 

protecting the 26 kilometres of the extended swale remains important. Our mission was to 

educate ourselves and others about this incredibly important grasslands/wetland complex. We 

soon discovered that we needed to actively advocate for the protection of the threatened Small 

and Northeast Swales, as we realized that the impacts of imminent residential developments 

would be extensive. We clearly conveyed our concerns to Meewasin and the general public by 

various means, including giving formal and informal presentations, hosting public gatherings, 

engaging in consultative exercises, and participating in media interviews. Our main 

recommendations were summarized in our Twelve Points for a City Plan for the Swales and, a 

year later, our Project Update which delineated immediate, intermediate and long-term steps for 

the City to take and proposed boundaries for long term permanent protection.  

 

Finally, in November of 2017, the City established the Northeast Swale Stakeholder Working 

Group, comprising representatives of the City Administration and Council, the community and 

the University to find ways to resolve some of the issues connected to the continued impacts of 

development on the quality of the habitat.  

 

Despite all of the efforts of the key environmental and conservation groups and the many 

individual citizens, we have yet to ensure the continued viability of this important natural area 

which is valued for passive recreation, study, education, green infrastructure services such as 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and impacts of high precipitation events.  

 

What's Next 

 

With proposals for more neighbourhoods in the University Heights 3 area which borders and 

intrudes into the Swales, and a provincial proposal for the Saskatoon Freeway through the area, it 

is obvious our work is not done.  

 

The possibility of a National Urban Park is tantalizing, but do the province and the City of 

Saskatoon have the will to stop development and actually save the Swales and other important 

natural areas in the river valley from the future plans for destruction? It would seem that 

meetings, letter-writing and presentations may have gained recognition for the seriousness of our 

concerns, but have not resulted in the necessary guarantees for long term protection.  

 

Future Directions 

1. Is there still a need for the Swale Watchers? 

2. Is it time to change our tactics?  

 


